
MANTO / METIS

Dimensions: 223X35mm / 223X65mm

Main material: safe, non-toxic, and environmentally friendly PC/silicone

Waterproof level: water resistant (IPX6)

Product weight: 130g

Sound decibel: <45 decibels

Charging time: 120 minutes

Battery capacity: 650mAh

Charging method: pinhole charging

Maximum continuous use time: 150 minutes Manto Metis



PRODUCT CONFIGURATION

Charging port

Touch screen

1. Charging cable 

2. Porch bag One-key burst

CHARGING MODE

Charging time: 120 minutes

Battery capacity: 650mAh

Charging method: pinhole charging

Maximum continuous use time: 150 minutes

*The breathing light flashes when the battery

is low, and it needs to be charged. It is

recommended to use the original charging

cable to prolong the life of the machine
Charging port

Power on/off

Into body vibration

Vibrating C-spot

Charging: the breathing
light flashes
Filled: lights are on
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

1 2 3

5 6

Deep into the G-spot
Pleasure without restraint

Clit Vibration
Romantic Foreplay

Double stimulation
Inside and out orgasm

C-spot

PLAY METHOD DIAGRAM

Long press the power
button for 2s to enter standby mode

Long press the V key to enter
the one-key burst mode

Long press the power button
for 2s to turn off

Touch to adjust the vibration

In standby mode, click the power button
once to start the vibration function

Upward sliding vibration is strengthened
Downward sliding vibration is weakened

Single-click the power button
to switch the vibration intensity

(a total of 5 levels of intensity can be adjusted)

Double-click the power button
to switch the vibration mode
(a total of 7 modes can be selected)

Dual vibrating
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G-spot



PRECAUTIONS & QUALITY ASSURANCE

1.Before and after using the product, please wash it thoroughly with clean water. To avoid infection,   

    please keep it for personal use and do not share it with others;

2.This product is only for adults, and minors are prohibited from using it. Please keep it away from 

    children;

3.Please use it with water-soluble lubricants to avoid damage to the surface of the product when it 

    comes into contact with massage oil, hand cream, and silicon-based lubricants;

4.Do not place the product in direct sunlight, avoid soaking the product in water for a long time, and 

    keep it away from extremely high-temperature or Low-temperature environments;

5.Please do not use it if you are unwell or injured. Pregnant women or patients with cardiac 

    pacemakers, phlebitis, thrombosis, etc. should consult a professional physician for the risk of  

    blood clot formation before using private massage products;

6.We will provide global consumers with a 3-year warranty service. For any quality problems caused 

    by non-human factors, please consult the free replacement service through local stores, online  

    dealers, customer service mailboxes, etc.


